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1 Introduction

1.1 The Investigation of Mind

Speculation about the nature of conciousness is at least as old as the ancient philoso-
phers and probably much older. However, until very recently, most of the ideas
related to the function of the human brain were unfounded. The anatomical dis-
coveries of Ramon y Cajal relating to the human nervous system at the turn of the
century and the Doctrine of Speci�c Nerve Energies launched the �eld of Neuro-
science, while technological advances led to the development of Computer Science
and subsequently Arti�cial Intelligence. Early AI research focused on general com-
putational intelligence, but was forced to back o� to more modest investigations of
speci�c types of intelligent behavior (expert systems, planning, games, etc.) given
the seemingly intractable problems in the areas of knowledge representation and
reasoning[8]. More recently, advances in Neuroscience, Cognitive Science, and Com-
puter Science have led to a renewed interest in the mechanisms at work in the
human brain, and a sense that the great open problem of our age may be starting
to unravel.

This optimistic viewpoint of the current state of understanding is not shared
universally. In fact, it is a minority opinion. Work in general AI and grand theories
of human brain function are still somewhat taboo, as it is generally perceived that
the unknown is still too great and must be diminished further via top-down and
bottom-up approaches. Nevertheless, theories of mind are now being put forward in
an attempt to create testable models and hypotheses. We will briey discuss some
of the current theories and introduce the one that will serve as the focus of this
paper.

1.2 Theories of Mind

In 1985, Marvin Minsky proposed a modular framework[1] in which mind is the
result of many interacting processes each with its own speci�c function. As with
all theories of mind, it suggests a gestalt in which intelligence arises out of the
interaction of a multiplicity of less than generally intelligent subagents. Given that
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the problems in AI reserach alluded to earlier were only beginning to be explored at
the time of the writing, Minsky's theory lacks speci�city and does not lend itself to
experiment. Nevertheless, the concept of a modular mind remains popular today[5]
and underlies many of the latest models.

Leslie Valiant presented a formal model of cortical computation[2] in the spirit of
Finite Automata and Turing Machines in an e�ort to deal with the theoretical com-
putational complexity problems presented by cognitive function. It is intentionally
both simple and broad so as to allay concerns that the algorithms implemented on
the model might not be biologically plausible. Building on connectionist modeling
in the style of McCulloch & Pitts, Valiant gives PAC learning a central role in his
\Neuroidal Model."

Despite the great mystery of higher brain function, no less than two business ven-
tures have been launched to commercialize implementations of current theories. The
�rst, Novamente LLC, was founded in 2001 to implement Ben Geortzel's developing
theory of general arti�cial intelligence. The approach can be seen as an extension
of Minsky's to concretize the modular mind concept in a plausible, implementable
framework. Goertzel's theory attempts to be comprehensive involving mechansims
for storing knowledge, reasoning, learning, perception, attention, and action. As
the methods involved do not �t the theoretical framework of this discussion, it will
su�ce to report that no emergent conciousness has yet to be reported, however,
\incomplete implementations"[10] have yielded practical tools for biological data
mining and path planning applications.

Earlier this year, Je� Hawkins announced the foundation of Numenta, which
will attempt to develop and market software tools based on his Memory-Prediction
Framework (MPF)[11] of cortical function. The framework is one of heirarchical
learning closely informed by biological constraints and thus is not vastly di�erent
from that proposed by Valiant. The major distinctions are in the hierarchical orga-
nization, which is assumed to be explicit by design rather than emergent, and the
centrality of spacio-temporal pattern learning.

Even among theories of mind, Henry Markram's recent speculations[15] about
knowledge representation in brains stands out as particularly radical. As a principle
investigator in the BlueBrain project, an attempt to accuratlely model brain function
on a large scale, Markram has proposed a dendritic knowledge representation in
which the physical connections themselves are the bearers of information and the
nervous signals serve only to \rewire" and form the information.

1.2.1 Circuits of the Mind

In this paper, we will focus on Valiant's neuroidal model as it gives central impor-
tance to results developed in the �eld of Computational Learning Theory. Valiant,
the originator of the PAC learning model, describes a model of cortical compu-
tation in which PAC semantics coupled with a positive knowledge representation

(declarative knowledge likely to be reasonably accurate in describing the observed
environment) have the potential to overcome many of the hurdles that have held
back work in general AI. The neuroidal model also characterizes a neural network
by several numerical parameters that provide testable hypotheses about the topol-
ogy we should expect to see in biological networks that perform signi�cant feats of
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computation.

2 Constraining the Problem

Understanding cognitive computation is a daunting task, but it is made easier by
the existence of a machine that performs it. The physical biological brain is con-
strained in many ways that limit the possibilities for what takes place inside. These
constraints help narrow the search for plausible mechanisms. Unfortunately, there
is little consensus in the neuroscience community about any of these constraints be
it the number of neurons in a cortical column or even the �ring behavior of a single
type of neuron. Valiant's approach is to use the simplest constraints and bound
them on both sides by the extremes of opinion.

2.1 Neurobiology

Evolutionary evidence and the relative size of the neocortex in humans to that in
other mammals indicates that it is responsible for human intelligence. Fortunately
cortex has some recognizable structure that can inform our models. A�erent infor-
mation ows in from the sense organs to low level sensory areas of the cortex which
are largely unimodal (una�ected by other senses) while these areas feed into higher
level areas which ultimately feed into multimodal areas. It seems that a hierarchy
is formed with the top level involving multimodal associations. The connections
among the multimodal areas are less structured and not well understood. While
there are many di�erent types of neurons, those responsible for communication
among cortical areas are called pyramidal. They have a long axon and the potential
to reach across long distances to other parts of the brain. The dendrites (inputs)
branch around the cell body but outputs are present both around the body and at
the end of the long axon. Thus, pyramidal neurons have the ability to communicate
information from the local area over long distances to other areas of the brain. It has
been observed that for any two cortical areas that undergo communication, there is
usually bidirectional communication , although not necessarily point-to-point (neu-
ron to neuron). It is also widely believed that cortex is organized into functional
columns (based on the observation of columnar structures) whose function is still
the subject of much speculation.

Neurons communicate at synapses where an action potential (spike/�ring) of
one neuron, can induce a post-synaptic potential (PSP) in another. The widely
held view of Hebbian Learning states that information is stored in the \weight"
that governs the magnitude of a PSP relative to the incoming action potential at
a given synapse. The PSPs from a neuron's dendrites are somehow integrated and
(assuming su�cient potential) the cell �res, producing an action potential that trav-
els down the axon to each of its branches. The details of the integration procedure
and threshold are di�erent for di�erent types of neurons and may depend in com-
plex ways on spike frequencies, etc. Pyramidal neurons are always excitatory, in
that they produce a positive PSP. Inhibitory neurons also exist which decrease the
post-synaptic potential at its neighbors via �ring, but these generally lack the long
distance communication ability of pyramidal neurons. Neuron �ring can also be
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related to state or memory in the neuron itself. One example of such state is the
observed refractory period in which a neuron which has recently �red will not �re
again despite otherwise su�cient PSP.

It is estimated that there are roughly N = 1010 pyramidal neurons in the human
cortex, and that d = 20; 000 to 80; 000 is the average number of dendritic inputs. An
open question pertains to the value k representing the average number of presynaptic
neurons needed to �re in order to induce post-synaptic �ring in another neuron.
Estimates range from k = 5 to 300 and vary in di�erent regions of the brain.

2.2 Cognitive Psychology

Extensive experimentation on human subjects continues to be carried out in an e�ort
to delineate the capabilities of the human mind. The mind is expert in random access

tasks, in which recall, associations and computations are made between arbitrary
concepts among the myriad concepts available. On the other hand, the mind is
quite limited some respects. For instance, it is often noted that working short-term
memory can only hold 7 concepts at any one time. As another example, experiments
show that when several items are presented to view for a short interval and then
removed, properties of the items may be conated in the mind's eye. Perhaps most
crucially, we can observe that human perform signi�cant feats of recognition in
100ms. Given the �ring time of individual neurons, this allows only about 10 to
100 computational steps (series of neuron �rings) before recognition occurs. There
are many such examples and they all can be used to inform a model of cognitive
function.

2.3 Complexity

Finally we look to our own �eld, Computer Science, to provide limitations. The-
oretical computer science and complexity theory describe a variety of sources of
complexity that must be respected by brain. We know (assuming basic hardness
assumptions such as NP-completeness) that there are problems which are compu-
tationally intractable on inputs of signi�cant size. Hardness results from CLT[3]
suggest that the \granularity" of learning is small. Speci�cally, the complexity of
concept classes that can be e�ciently learned in the PAC model is highly con-
strained. For instance, polynomial size boolean formula and DFAs are provably
hard to learn (under standard hardness assumptions) while no e�cient PAC learn-
ing algorithms is known for classes as simple as DNF (although progress has been
made[6];). Since a majority of knowledge in the adult human brain is learned from
the environment, a mechanism is necessary by which more complex concepts can be
acquired inductively.

3 The Neuroidal Model

A neuroidal net is de�ned as the quintuple (G;W;X; �; �). G is a directed graph of
neuroids (nodes). We'll let (i; j) describe an edge from node i to j and associate
with it the weight wij 2 W where W is some numerical set. X is the set of possible
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modes a neuroid can inhabit. A mode is a pair (q; �T ) where q 2 Q is one of a �nite
set of states, and �T is a vector of numbers of �xed dimension. States will have
names that represent there function. We delineate two kinds of states - �ring and
non-�ring, where �ring states names will end in 'F'. We let the boolean variable
fi be set when node i is in a �ring state and unset otherwise. Finally, � and �
are the update functions for the mode and weights respectively. For a neuroid at
any instant, si; qi; Ti denote its mode, state, and threshold respectively (where Ti is
simply �T0 of node i). Let,

wi =
X

fk=1

wki

In other words, wi is the sum of the weights on edges that come from �ring nodes
at a given time. � maps from (si; wi) to s

0

i - the mode that node i will transition to
at the next time step. � maps from (si; wi; wji; fj) to w0

ji, the new value of wji at
the next time step.

This framework is very general and can be used to model a wide variety of
integrate and �re type neurons including those with state and those that respond
to various �ring patterns. It allows for exible programming within the con�nes
what can be reasonably computed locally by a neuron. Clearly, the choice of � and
� must be made to obey further constraints for biological plausibility but the model
is left open to allow for various types of experimentation.

As far as timing, it is assumed that individual neuroids have a sense of time
steps but that no global timing mechanism is needed. Since we will typically only
allow a very limited number of computational steps, drifts in the internal \clocks"
between neurons will not have a considerable e�ect.

3.1 Programming

Programming in the neuroidal model is accomplished by specifying the � and �
functions. The two will be speci�ed via a single shorthand notation.1 The following
simple algorithm demonstrates the method:

fqi = A1g ! fqi  A2; Ti  wi; if fj = 0 then wji  0g

Suppose neruoid i at time t = 0 is in state A1, and that all incoming weights to i
have value 1. After the �rst time step, i transitions to state A2 and its threshold
is set to the sum of the weights of �ring input nodes (which in our case equals the
count of �ring input nodes). Furthermore, all weights on input nodes that are not
�ring are zeroed [see [2] �g 5.2 (p. 55)]. The result is that at any further time,
A2 will �re (enter state A2F) only if the identical set of nodes that �red at t = 0
�res again. Notice that we assume �ring of a node at or above threshold and return
to the non-�ring state when below threshold without providing explicit rules, since
this is commonly desired. However, in the event that explicit rules are provided for
�ring, they override the default.

1Programs in the neroidal model are best illustrated by diagrams. However, due to time con-
straints, I have not been able to produce diagrams of my own. For all the algorithms I describe,
I will give both the \code" in Valiant's notation as well as a textual description and references to
relevant diagrams that can be found in [2].
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3.2 NTR

Shortly we will describe Valiant's model of cognitive computation which seeks to
implement random access tasks in the neuroidal model via prompts of a Neuroidal
Tabula Rasa (NTR). As the nature of the inquiry is to determine the computational
feasibility of random access tasks, much unspeci�ed functionality will be left to
\peripherals" which prompt the NTR at speci�c times with speci�c inputs to our
algorithm. Among the most important peripherals discussed by Valiant are image
units and attentional mechanisms. Image units are intended to model human short-
term memory. They store a small number of concepts at any given time, and
can prompt the NTR with them and receive a response. Attentional mechanisms
provide some means of outside control over the �rings taking place in the NTR. We
will touch upon these when convenient, but the thrust is to model the NTR and its
capabilities.

4 Knowledge Representation

The NTR, our substrate for random access tasks, is built from a random graph.
Simply put, it is a graph where the connections between nodes are made uniformly
at random with some probability p. The choice of p is crucial and dictates the
topology of the graph and subsequently, the types of computation that is made
feasible.

For knowledge representation in the NTR, a Positive Knowledge Representa-

tion is employed, which assumes every \concept" is represented by a disjoint set
of roughly r neuroids. When the set (or a large enough percentage) �re, it is con-
sidered recognition of that concept. This provides for a graded response in that a
concept can be recalled to some degree and is not constrained to boolean values.
Nevertheless, for the purposes of our simple inquiries, we shall consider the concepts
boolean.

4.1 Frontier Properties

We de�ne the frontier between a set of concepts as the nodes that have incoming
edges from both concepts [see [2] �g. 6.2 p.70]. The algorithms in the NTR will be
vicinal (neighborly) in the sense that they make mostly local computations at the
frontier between concepts. Since memory representing two concepts is most easily
allocated at the frontier between them, we would like for the size of the frontiers
to be roughly equal to r. Valiant derives that with p = (Nr)�1=2, the expected
number of nodes (and the variance) at the frontier of any pair of concepts of size r
is r � O(N�1=2) or practically r for large N. (Valiant also proves that the network
as constructed maintains an hashing property, akin to that in computer science,
such that in a large graph that will only allocate a certain fraction of nodes in the
course of its existence, it will be unlikely that a new allocation will conict with one
already made.)

We have described the four major parameters for any network in Valiant's frame-
work N; d; k; r. In the NTR, d result from the choice of p, and k will be chosen to be
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1 to facilitate most easily the algorithms described. Since k = 1 is not biologically
plausible in many regions of the brain, Valiant has shown that larger values of k up
to 15 do not sign�cantly impede random access computations. This is one of the
major successes of the neuroidal model. Recently, the 4 parameters described have
been measured for the locust olfactory system and they fall within the limited range
of possible values necessary for computation in Valiant's model[14].

4.2 Basic Operations

There are two operations among concepts that will form the basis for more sophis-
ticated algorithms. The �rst, JOIN, involves allocating new memory to represent
the conjunction of two concepts. The observation, is that in a random graph, the
frontier between x and y is ideally suited for laying down this memory. Often we will
face the more di�cult problem of making an association between existing concepts
(LINK). Suppose we want y to �re whenever x does, but the two are already allo-
cated. To accomplish a LINK, we will use relay nodes - those that have an incoming
edge from x and an outgoing edge to y [see [2] �g. 6.3 p.74]. As with the frontier,
it can be shown that with p = (�=(rN))1=2, the expected number of nodes in y that
have incoming relays from x (edges from a relay node connected to x) approaches
r(1 � e��) as N ! 1, indicating that our random graphs have su�cient relays to
support the LINK operation.

5 Learning

5.1 Memorization

5.1.1 Unsupervised

Unsupervised memorization of conjunctions is essentially the JOIN operation de-
scribed earlier. We would like to allocate a set of r nodes z to represent the concept
x ^ y. In the future, whenever the x and y concepts �re simultaneously, z should
be made to �re. We allocate a large set of nodes in the NTR to perform unsuper-
vised memorization. They will begin in the AM (available memory) state, with all
incoming edge weights set to 1 and a threshold set to 1 (greater than the number
of inputs).

A simple attempt might be to prompt the NTR with x and y simultaneously and
have z node i advance to the UM (unsupervised memory) state if wi � 2 indicating
(hopefully) that the incoming weight is being generated by nodes in both x and
y. As in the example algorithm described previously, would could then zero the
weight of all incoming edges not currently contributing and set the threshold to wi

so future �rings of x and y will cause i to �re. This is the basic approach we will
use, only the assumption that both x and y are contributing to the incoming weight
is unfounded. The algorithm as speci�ed may spuriously cause certain z nodes to
�re when either x or y �res in isolation.

To distinguish between the contributions of x and y (and ensure nodes from
both must �re to cause a z node to �re) we use an explicit timing mechanism in the
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peripheral. The memorization process will be a two step process. In the �rst, x will
be prompted, while in the second y will be prompted. Each step will last for one
time unit. The algorithm is as follows:

Step 0: Prompt: x

fqi = AM; wi � 1g ! fqi  AM1; Ti  wi; if fj = 1 then wji  2g

Step 1: Prompt: y

fqi = AM1; wi < 1g ! fqi  AM; Ti  1; wji  1 for all jg

fqi = AM1; wi � 1g ! fqi  UM; Ti  Ti + wi;

if fj = 0 ^ wji = 1then wji  0;

if fj = 0 ^ wji = 2then wji  1g

After step 0, the z nodes that �red are placed into a limbo state (AM1) to await the
prompt of y. The threshold of a z node is set so that future inputs of x will cause
it to �re and the weight is set to 2 in order to distinguish it as an input from x in
the next step.

In step 1, nodes in the limbo state that receive no input as a result of y are
returned to the AM state and reinitialized. When input is received from y, the
node (which must be at the frontier of x and y) is placed in the UM (allocated
unsupervised memory) state and the threshold is increased by the currrent input so
that both the currently �ring y nodes and the x nodes from step 0 must �re, to reach
threshold. Finally, non-contributing edges from y are zeroed and those that come
from x (identi�able by the weight of 2) are set to weight 1 so their contribution is
counted normally [see [2] �g 7.2 (p.85)].

Note that the AM1 nodes do not �re in step 2 since the transition to a non-�ring
state is explicitly provided. This serves to limit unintended consequences of the
algorithm when being run in the larger context of other algorithms and interactions
in the NTR. Arbitrary length conjunctions can be memorized by repetition of the
algorithm using concepts of previously memorized conjuncts.

5.1.2 Supervised

Supervised memorization of conjunctions refers to the LINK operation. x1; : : : ; xn
and z will be prompted simultaneously, and the algorithm must set up a circuit so
that z �res whenever x1; : : : ; xn do. As described, relay nodes between the x nodes
and z will be used for communication. They will remain perpetually in state R
(relay) unless caused to �re in which case they undergo the standard R!RF!R
transitions. Relay nodes have threshold 1 and wieght 1 on all incoming edges. We
assume that z has already been allocated in memory by the unsupervised process
and thus its nodes reside in the UM state. The incoming edges to z from relay nodes
are set to zero (they are not a�ected by the memory allocation process).

Again we will use a two step process timed by the peripheral.

Step 0: Prompt: x1; : : : ; xn; z

fqi = UMFg ! fqi  UM1; if fk = 1 then wki  1g
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Step 1: Prompt: x1; : : : ; xn

fqi = UM1g ! fqi  SM; Ti  wig

In the �rst step, the conjunct and the target z is prompted as expected. When
the z nodes are made to �re by the prompt, they enter a limbo state and the weights
of the incoming edges from �ring (relay) nodes are set to 1. E�ectively, we have
established the line of communication between the conjunction and z. In the next
step only the conjunction is prompted. The nodes in z transition from the limbo
state to the SM (supervised memory) state. Now that inputs are coming from
the relays, we can use the usual approach of setting the threshold to the current
incoming weight, so that the z node �res only when all of the currently �ring relays
�re in the future.[see �g. 8.1 (p.91)]

5.2 Induction

As previously mentioned, the constraints imposed by the complexity of relatively
simple inductive learning tasks suggest an alternative method by which complex
concepts can be acquired. Hierarchical learning is the general consensus on the
method - it appears in most modern theories of learning2. The argument is that
complex concepts in the natural world are invariably formed by combination of sim-
pler concepts, which themselves are decomposable and so on. It is an intuitively
compelling argument given that such a reductionist approach underlies both our
scienti�c understanding of the world, and our introspective \common sense" under-
standing of concepts (a visual scene is composed of objects, one of which may be a
lamp which is itself composed of a stand, bulb, and shade, etc.). In other words, the
theory states that the brain attempts to model the hierarchical organization present
in the natural world, via a corresponding internal hierarchy of concepts.

Practically, complex concepts can be learned hierarchicaly, but the learning
model involves more work on the part of the \teacher"/oracle then the standard
PAC model. To learn a complex concept, simpler subconcepts are learned �rst, and
then used as standard primitives from which to learn new concepts. In the NTR,
complex concepts (DNF) can be learned by learning conjunctions �rst (either by

2Hawkins' MPF features hierarchical learning most prominently but it seems to be a tacit
assumption by most - supported, I suppose, by the fact that no alternative has been found.
Despite the widespread acceptance of hierarchical learning, its implementation has proved to be
rather di�cult. A good example is in image processing where attempts to extract high-level
information from pixelized visual images via modeling of the visual pathway in cortex have met
with considerable di�culty. V1 is typically treated as a sparsi�er[4] which converts the raw image
data into an e�cient encoding of low level image features (edges, corners, etc.). These are fed
into V2 to produce higher level features (countours perhaps). The results of simulation are not
terribly satisfying [7]. Field has called into question the current understanding of V1 (to which
he made no small contribution) highlighting the need for feedback in the model[12]. More recent
work incorporating feedback [9] seems to be producing better results. Even still, all this di�culty
has been faced at depth two. We imagine that concepts of even modest complexity will have much
greater depth. In [13], Hawkins and company report that their hierarchical temporal memory
implementation based on the MPF is providing results that demonstrate signi�cant spatio-temporal
pattern recognition in a multi-level hierarchical context. Should the design scale as expected, it
will be the �rst empirical con�rmation of the plausibility of the hierarchical learning assumption.
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memorization or induction), and then learning disjunctions of those conjunctions.
For example, to learn x1x2 _ x2x3, the �rst step is to learn the conjunctions x1x2
and x2x3 seperately using a learning algorithm for conjunctions. Then the DNF
formula can be learned using a learning algorithm for disjunctions where examples
are presented in the form of the concepts learned previously.

5.2.1 Unsupervised

The idea here is to capture the ability of humans to learn from correlated events.
For this, we require an attentional mechanism that presents pairs of concepts to the
NTR. Supposing there are M concepts stored in the NTR at a given point in time,
the total number of pairs isM(M�1)=2 (order is irrelevant since they are prompted
simultaneously). Assuming all pairs are drawn independently and are equally likely
to be prompted, the likelihood of a speci�c pair being prompted is 2=M(M�1) which
is quite small even for modest values of M . Valiant concludes that the probability
of any one conjunct being recognized more than once in a random graph as large as
N = 1010 is extremely low. Therefore, such occurences should be recorded and given
increasing importance accordingly. Trivially, the positive representation along with
the T vector in the neuroid mode make this possible. Each occurrence will cause
the set of neuroids representing the concept to �re. At each �ring T2 (initialized to
1 after allocation) can be incremented by 1, or more appropriately, some decreasing
sequence so as not to attach unbounded importance to mundane events.

5.2.2 Supervised

Here we revisit the familiar on-line learning algorithms from CLT in the neuroidal
model. While they are all rather simple algorithms, implementation on the neuroidal
model does involve a few wrinkles. As Valiant points out, we should be encouraged
that the fundamental learning algorithms are implementable in the neuroidal model,
because in some sense, that is the best we can hope for in terms of PAC learning.3

In all cases, supervised learning will proceed as follows. The peripherals willw
prompt the NTR with example x1; : : : ; xn and label z simultaneously. By prompting
a variable xi (or z), we mean that the r nodes allocated to the xi in the NTR
are made to �re i� xi = 1. This process will be repeated for each example. The
peripherals can be thought of as the oracle suplying examples while the circuit made
between the inputs and the z nodes (via relays) computes the hypothesis fz (1 i�
the z nodes are �ring).

Conjunctions The basic elimination algorithm can be modi�ed to run on the neu-
roidal model. We �rst allocate some large set of nodes in the NTR to have
the ability to learn conjunctions. These nodes will begin in state UC to indi-
cate that they have been already allocated to a concept by some unsupervised
process. They will ultimately transition to the SC state to indicate that they
have learned a conjunction under supervision. We set all the incoming weights
to the UC nodes to 1 and their threshold to 1 (or some value >> r). We

3It has been said that \the dirty secret of CLT is that we only know how to learn linear threshold
functions."
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add the further requirement that the peripheral only prompt with positive
examples.

Immediately we have an issue, as it is impractical to use as a starting hypoth-
esis, all variables in the NTR. Forutnately, there is a simple solution. As a
preliminary stage, we will memorize the conjunction of all the variables in the
�rst example. A supervised memorization algorithm (like the one previously
described) is used. The only change in the speci�cation of the algorithm used,
is that the states be renamed so as to operate on UC nodes (using the al-
gorithm we outlined, the z nodes would follow the following state transitions
UC ! UC1 ! SC). The target concept must be a subset of these variables,
because any variable not among those presented, were it part of the target
concept, would have resulted in a negative label.

With the set of candidate variables memorized and the z nodes in the SC
state, the algorithm proceeds as follows

fqi = SCFg ! fqi  SC; Ti  wi; if fk = 0 then wki  0g

On further (positive) examples, any input nodes to z that are not �ring have
their weights zeroed. This is the equivalent of eliminating the variables that
are not set in the example from the hypothesis (in the future, their �rings will
not a�ect the hypothesis). Finally, the threshold is lowered so that the nodes
that are currently �ring are su�cient to induce future �ring [see [2] �g 9.1
(p.108)].

Disjunctions We would like to use the basic elimination algorithm to learn dis-
junctions as well. We allocate a set of UD nodes for learning disjunctions and
initialize the incoming weights to 1 and their threshold to 1 (so they com-
pute a disjunction - �ring if any one of the inputs �res). Unfortunately, we no
longer have the property that the �rst example provides a superset of variables
that may be in the target concept. We will need to be prompted with both
positive and negative examples. The modi�cation to basic elimination, is to
add examples to the hypothesis when a positive example is encountered that
is not labeled positive by the hypothesis. This way, all relevant variables will
be considered for elimination over the course of su�ciently many examlpes.
As before, we begin by memorizing the variables presented in the �rst posi-
tive example. The disjunction of these will be our starting hypothesis, and
the z nodes are now in the SD state with threshold T = 1 so they compute
the disjunction. Further positive examples will be treated the same way. If
the wi = 0 for a given node, the memorization algorithm is run to add the
currently presented variables to the hypothesis. What remains is to specify
the algorithm on negative examples:

fqi = SDg ! fif fk = 1 then wki  0g

This last instruction zeroes weights from nodes �ring on negative examples
(classic elimination). There remains the problem that variables previously
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eliminated may be re-added to the hypothesis for consideration. Valiant points
out that the cost of re-eliminating these, is no greater than the cost eliminating
them the �rst time, so the adverse performance is still tolerable in a PAC sense.
Alternatively, we can have the peripherals �rst prompt with many positive
examples to build up the hypothesis set and then prompt many negative in
succession to eliminate the bad attributes.

Linear Threshold Functions While LTFs are the most powerful concept class
we consider, the algorithm for learning them is the simplest since neuroids
naturally compute a LTF of their incoming weights. This makese Perceptron
or Winnow2 a natural choice for learning in the NTR. We present Winnow2
since it is not explicitly presented in [2] and avoids issues of negative weights
that must be dealt with in adapting Perceptron to the NTR. We start by
allocating SLT nodes for learning LTFs and initialize their incoming weights
to 1. We can set the threshold equal to a large value to represent the large
number of potential predicates.

fqi = SLTg ! fif wi >= T ^ fk = 1 then wki  wki=�g

fqi = SLTFg ! fif wi < T ^ fk = 1 then wki  � � wkig

where � is the multiplicative constant in Winnow2. The �rst line decreases
weight from nodes that are �ring on negative examples that are over threshold,
and the second increases weight from nodes that are �ring on positive examples
below threshold.

6 Reasoning

It would not be inappropriate to ask at this point, to what use can we put this NTR
packed with propositional4 information? It is now that we take the view of the NTR
as a large random access knowledge store. It can be seen as a computational unit
used by highly limited peripherals to perform reasoning using the full breadth and
depth of knowledge available to the NTR.

4Valiant does recognize the need for richer primitives and discusses the representation and
learning of relations (as in FOPC) among concepts in the NTR (e.g. Green(a), Father(v, s),
etc.). While full relational predicates are intractible in the NTR, Valiant introduces a limited but
expressive subset he terms L-expressions (labeled expressions). His approach to handling them
in the NTR invovles timed conjunctions in which conjunctions of concepts are recognized only
if they are �red in a speci�c timed pattern relative to one another. The algorithms for learning
and applying these L-expressions quickly become too complex to repeat here. Valiant suggests
that this complexity, while necessary should be avoided at all costs and all manner of tricks and
schemes should be employed to avoid the excessive use of such expressions. It su�ces to say
that relational information can theoretically be handled by the NTR but not in any natural way.
Instead, the peripherals become more involved and it seems that a host of specialized techniques
(like the L-expressions) would need to be developed.
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6.1 Reex

Reasoning in the NTR is done by simple reex. This is by design, as we started out
with the constraint of doing complex recognition tasks in very few computational
steps. After the formation of memories and learned concepts, the NTR is naturally
built to perform recognition. Low level concepts input into the NTR will cause
a cascade of �rings of various concepts. These can be interpreted in several ways
and used for various random access tasks aside from pure recognition. It should
be noted that to be useful, the NTR will need a method to output the results of
its computations back to the peripheral that prompted the input. This is briey
discussed in the next section on stability.

In one sense, reex reasoning in the NTR can be viewed as a process of Horn
Clause deduction. Due to the positive knowledge representation, the hierarchy of
associations formed in the NTR can be considered implications without negation
(Horn clauses). When they are evaluated (prompted from beneath), they quickly
cause a chain of implications to �re. Concretely, suppose the concepts x3 = x1 ^ x2
and x4 = x1 ^ x3 are learned in the NTR. They can be interpreted as the Horn
clauses x1 ^ x2 =) x3 and x1 ^ x3 =) x4. If x1 and x2 are prompted for a
duration of two steps, they will cause x3 to �re and subsequently x4 in the next
step. This can be viewed as deducing the truth of x4. Such Horn clause deductions
can be made among arbitrary clauses of any depth by prompting the NPR for a
su�cient period of time.

The NTR can also be queried to determine existential and universal quanti�ca-
tion over items in the current scene, or all of memory. If we allow that relations
have been stored in the NTR and that conjunctions of relations are learned, we can
query to determine the existence of a concept or set of concepts in memory that
satis�es a certain property. For instance, if want to know whether there exists an
item that is green, round, and edible, we can prompt the the NTR with the concepts
representing the three relations simulatneously. If a conjunction of them has been
learned, this can be construed as an existence proof for an object that satis�es the
properties. We also might like to answer questions over all objects in memory. For
instance, 8agreen(a) =) apple(a). Is it true that all green objects in memory are
apples? Valiant suggests two approaches. The �rst, is to prompt the green concept,
causing items that have the green property to �re. If there are not too many of
these, they can be fed back to the NTR along with the apple property to test if it
holds. Otherwise, we can use existential queries to look for examples that violate
the assumption (does there exist a blue,yellow, or red apple?).

These last approaches suggest a use of the NTR in reasoning that is more involved
then a single reex action. Valiant hypothesizes that a rich set of reexes learned
over a wide range of experiences could form the basis for much of common sense
reasoning, by being used in a feedback look by image units. This compound reex

reasoning involves querying the NTR and then using the results along with new
information about the scene to query again. He imagines that the continuous process
of subconcious reasoning we use to navigate our world may be a process of such
continous reex responses. Beyond that, Valiant is not much more speci�c, only to
point out that this view is at odds with the typical AI search paradigm which he
believes to be too slow to explain the myriad of complex responses we perform on
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a daily basis (responding to an accident on the road, navigating a crowded room,
etc.).

6.2 Nonmonotonic

Finally, Valiant argues that the PAC semantics attached to concepts in the NTR
provides a natural solution to the challenges of nonmonotonic phenomena. He sug-
gests a process of continuous learning in the NTR, made feasible by the online
algorithms we described for learning. Thus, at any point in time, contradictions
may arise but the system is not too troubled by them. Instead, resolving rules will
be learned from experience or made by some external mechanism (more on this
in the next section). Furthermore, if the environment changes such that currently
held beliefs are no longer correct, the continuous learning process will self correct
the knowledge in the NTR after su�ciently many errors. Most importantly, the
NTR has no need to employ the Closed World Assumption - \what I don't know to
be true, I can assume to be false." Instead, Valiant suggests that PAC semantics
employ a Closed Mind Assumption - \what I don't know, I am fairly sure I can do
without knowing."

7 Stability

7.1 Compatibility

Valiant demonstrates that many of the algorithms for learning and memorization in
the NTR are compatible, although slight changes allowing them to interact with-
out intefering with one another are often necessary. To accomodate the range of
computations and uses we've described for the NTR along with memorization and
learning, three general principles relating to system stability become important.

7.2 Inversion

We would like to have the ability to invert any pattern of �rings in a reexive chain
so that they occur in the opposite direction. This notion of inversion, now com-
mon to most cortical theories (due to the highly regular feedback patterns observed
in cortex), allows high level concepts to trigger changes in the peripherals. Theo-
retically, any LINK or JOIN operation can be inverted via LINK in the opposite
direction. Details of implementation, however, remain fuzzy. What are the results of
such connections on the dynamics of the system? What kind of inhibitory/refractory
mechanisms are needed to control positive feedback (avoid in�nite loops)? We imag-
ine that not all possible inversions should be triggered any time a high level node
�res. What mediates which inversions occur? Valiant, along with many others, pos-
tulate that inverted pathways from high level concepts to low level ones (or image
units in the neuroidal model) are the mechanisms behind imagination, simulation,
and prediction in the mind. However, this functionality does not appear to be well
supported by the NTR. This is another area which plays a central role in the MPF
and only a secondary one in NTR.
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7.3 Charge

At any given time, top-level neurons know that nobody is �ring upstream. Two ways
given: (1)forward/reverse relay node distinction - top level neuroids don't receive
signals from reverse relays, (2)magnitude of weights is di�erent in the forward and
reverse directions. Charged nodes allow supervised learning at the top of heirarchies.
E.g. suppose the word \dinosaur" is recognized by a hierarchy. To learn to associate
various visual representations with the word, we need to distinguish the node �ring
at the top of the heirarchy from the ones below it. Otherwise, associations would
be made between lower level nodes that may have undesired consequences.

7.4 Attention

Peripherals must limit the features being presented to the NTR at any given time
and limit the number of charged nodes in the NTR as well. By severe restriction
of charged nodes ( 5) memory allocation is reasonable, and shared relay nodes are
less likely to cause problems. Implementation involves a \resolver" that arbitrates
between competing interpretations. Resolver should learn from mistakes. This is
intended to model the resolution of ambiguous input concepts (as is commonly
observed with optical illusions).

8 Conclusion

As with all current theories of mind, Valiant's is highly speculative and could bene�t
tremendously from experimental testing, by which I mean an attempt at implemen-
tation. Many assumptions rely on the large numbers of neuroids in the NTR (N),
but should such basic computational tasks on a homogeneous substrate be plausi-
ble, the NTR should scale down to some degree. Can we cause small hierarchies
to be developed in a small cluster? If so, can we simulate meaningful compound
reex responses? The image units and attentional peripherals are themselves quite
complex. Could we feasibly implement even very basic ones? The biggest barrier
to implementation is the di�culty in extracting output from the NTR. No detailed
scheme is available for implementing inversion and processing its output at the im-
age units. Given that the NTR is meant to model high level association areas in
cortex, it is not surprising that we may require lower level processing to be better
understood before implementing a model that serves mainly as an interface between
the lower levels.

Another weakness in the model is the lack of explicit mechanisms for learning
temporal patterns. Timed conjunctions is presented as overly complex and to be
avoided if possible using peripherals and compound reexes. However, it is widely
held that both learning and generating temporal patterns is a fundamental cognitive
function. Temporal pattern recognition should play a more central role in any model
of human brain function.

At the state of current understanding, any theory of higher cortical function is
bound to have holes. What results from the NTR is a view of cortical computa-
tion and cognitive function rooted in simple reex actions developed via hierarchical
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inductive learning. Random access tasks are achieved via random graphs using care-
fully chosen parameters. Remarkably these are su�cient to handle the substantial
connectivity requirements. This is made possible by the positive knowledge rep-
resentation and vicinal algorithms that allocate and learn concepts in places that
are convenient for their representation and relation to other concepts. Since learn-
ing is done in the PAC sense, the rigidity problems of knowledge representation and
monotonicity faced by logical formalisms such as FOPL can be overcome, and philo-
sophical problems with inductive learning can be set aside as the learned concepts
are justi�ed by success in the environment in which they were learned. The basic
modeling parameters seem to be of signi�cant predictive value in their corroboration
of the latest empirical data, and the exibility of the model leaves plenty of room
for experimentation and theoretical investigation into the computational properties
of networks of neurons.
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